Our Favorite

TV Shows
1. What is the very first thing Locke does after the plane crash?

2. What number is tattooed on Jack’s arm?

3. What was the original name of the character called Boone?

4. What does Kate do in the pilot when she thinks the “monster” is coming for her?

5. Other than the lack of a crucifix, what physical feature helps Eko identify the dead man he and Charlie find in the jungle?

6. What’s the name of Charlie’s band’s hit song? For extra points, give all the lyrics of this song we’ve heard.

7. …and where did the writers of the show come up with the title and lyrics of this song?

8. What does Goodwin say his profession was before the plane crash?

9. What’s Shannon’s first response to the trauma of the plane crash?

10. What notable group of people does Hurley pass on his way to the gate the doomed flight left from?

11. And while we’re on the subject, what gate did the flight leave from? And what was the number of the flight?
12. What’s Sawyer’s real name?

13. What is the other name for Station Three?

14. What’s Ana Lucia’s drink of choice?

16. When Jack finds “Adam and Eve,” what two small items is one of them carrying?

17. What, precisely, does Hurley hope to find on the other side of the hatch?

18. We all know Sayid can fix anything. What does he fix for Danielle?

19. What’s Ethan’s last name?

20. What word is written on Charlie’s finger-tapes in the pilot? What does he change it to?

21. How much did Hurley owe Walt, last time we heard? And what’s he owe him for?

22. And speaking of monetary amounts, what was the bounty on Kate’s head in Australia?

23. You knew it was coming – so, what are the most important (if scary) six numbers EVER?

24. According to Jin’s friend, how will he recognize love?

25. What does Locke teach Claire to do for her baby?

26. What did Hurley and his friend Johnny spell out on their ex-employer’s lawn, and what items did they use to do so?
27. What is the name of the research project for which our heroes have been co-opted into working?

28. Where was the missing segment of film found?

29. How often must one enter the infamous numerical sequence into the computer?

30. **Essay question** - Please write the most creative theory you can think of for (your choice) who the Others are, what the “incident” was, what the monster is, where the polar bears and horses are coming from, or any combination thereof. Points will be awarded for originality and for how much you amuse the LOST fans on our team.
Give the following names from Family Guy
1. Chris Griffin’s middle name.
2. Stewie Griffin’s middle name.
3. Quagmire’s first name.
4. Lois’ maiden name.
5. Cleveland and Loretta’s last name.
6. Namesakes of Quahog’s junior high and high schools respectively.
7. Mr. Weed’s family name, before it was changed at Ellis island.
8. Brian Griffin’s mother’s name.
9. Brian Griffin’s gay cousin.
10. Peter and Lois’ unborn son, who Stewie meets on a journey through Peter’s body.
11. Quagmire’s mother’s pet cat.
12. Tom Tucker’s deformed son.
13. Portuguese immigrants who work for Peter on his fishing boat.
14. The black knight’s trophy wench.
15. Asian Reporter on the Channel 5 News Team.
16. Blaccuweather forecaster on the Channel 5 News Team.
17. Both actors who have played the voice of Death in the series.
18. Quahog’s creepy old pedophile, who frequently tries to prey on Chris.
19. Joe Swanson’s son.
20. Quahog’s mayor.

Answer the following general Family Guy Trivia questions.
1. What type of counterfeit bill has Lois been making for years?
2. Which children’s TV show did Peter once work for?
3. What potty training book is recommended to Peter at the bookstore after he mentions that he’s a Catholic?
4. What is Lois and Peter’s “safety word”?
5. What synagogue do the Griffin’s attend with accountant Max Weinstein?
6. What is the Griffins’ address?
7. What is the name of the Quahog junior high school basketball team?
8. What is the name of Stewie’s band in Bumblescum?
9. What is Meg’s only talent?
10. What song does Chris sing to the natives during a Peace Corps stint?
1. In the episode “The Midterms”, a group of radio personalities are having dinner at the White House, one of whom is Dr. Jenna Jacobs, who calls homosexuality an “abomination.” What does Sam steal from Dr. Jenna’s plate? What state is this object from?

2. When learning of the death of Simon Donovan, what is presidential candidate Ritchie’s response?

3. Who were Bartlet’s three appointees to the Supreme Court?

4. What did Danny get as a present for C.J. on the first Christmas, on Josh’s advice? What was wrong with it?

5. Why is Ainsley in Leo’s closet? Why is Ainsley still in Leo’s closet?

6. While arranging plan to provide financial aid to Mexico, Donna criticizes it to Josh by saying that he’s received a call from Frank Kelly, a textile worker in South Carolina whose kids are in a public school whose arts budget has been cut due to lack of funds. Josh responds later by relaying Donna a message from who?

7. At Abby Bartlet’s birthday party in the third season, Lord John Marbury greets her by complimenting her magnificent…what?

8. In the same episode, Donna claims to have suddenly developed a massive inferiority complex. Why?

9. When Leo is trying to impress Barry Haskell from the FEC, what does he put outside his door?
10. Charlie and C.J. get into a prank war over a disagreement about the protocol for signing out copies of the president’s schedule. Where does C.J. hide Charlie’s personal copy?

11. In response, what three things does Charlie do?

12. What cabinet post did Leo hold in the early-mid 90s?

13. Toby and Andie name their son Huck. What do they name his twin sister, and who is she named after?

14. Will Bailey pulled off a near-miracle to get Horton Wilde elected to the House despite trailing heavily in the polls and Wilde’s death shortly before the election. On election day, what more archetypical near-miracle does he pull off?

15. President Bartlet was accepted into the three most prestigious colleges in America: Harvard, Yale, and, of course, Williams. Why did he attend Notre Dame?

16. When Josh tries to get Donna to go to the inaugural ball after Bartlet’s re-election, he brings Will, Toby, Danny, and Charlie to her apartment to play good cop/bad cop, with Josh as good cop and the others as bad cop. When he asks them to confirm what role they’re playing, Will says he’s “bad cop,” Danny says he’s “bad cop,” Toby says “hurry up”… and what does Charlie say? (exact wording not necessary)

17. On Election Day, Charlie has two friends from high school follow him around, one of whom had been suspended from playing football after being caught drinking and wants Charlie to vouch for him. The drinking isn’t the first thing on his record, though; he once stole something. What?

18. In one episode, Leo gets Charlie to prevent Bartlet from taking a call from the Secretary General of the UN. What is the highly controversial subject of the call?

19. What actor plays the host of the show “Capitol Beat,” and why is “The West Wing” particularly lucky to have aired so long considering this casting?

20. Who was behind the controversial NASA leak in the seventh season?
1. Michael Bluth is somewhat annoyed to find one of Gob’s failed magic show props being stored in his refrigerator in a brown paper bag. On the bright side, it was clearly labeled. What was written on the bag?

2. What was the distinguishing feature of the seal which bit off Buster’s hand?

3. Having had it repeatedly pointed out to him that everything he says sounds like a bad homosexual double-entendre, Tobias finally records himself talking for a day to find out if this is true. What comment does he make upon listening to the results?

4. Gob comes to believe that his girlfriend, Spanish-language soap star Marta, might be cheating on him, and enlists his brother Michael to help him find out the truth. Who does Gob think he’s hunting down, and why wasn’t Michael the best person to enlist for the job?

5. What mildly illegal invention almost got George Sr. killed in Mexico?

6. What item of clothing is Tobias never without, and why?

7. What song do four members of the Bluth clan attending two Christmas parties with karaoke machines discover to be much dirtier than they had ever noticed before they started singing it?

8. What is Tobias, Lindsay, and Maebly’s last name?

9. When life hands Oscar lemons (which it has, in the form of the lemon grove in which he lives), he makes lemonade – except that he hates lemonade. So what does he do with it?

10. The frozen banana stand was immortalized in song by hippie rock musician Jimmy
Jane in the 70’s. What was the name of his hit song?

11. How does Gob make the family yacht disappear in his magic act?

12. What life-changing event makes Lindsay decide to protest the Iraq war, and what does her protest sign say? And for an extra point, why did she originally make the bottom half of the protest sign?

13. Who gets cast as Benedict in the school play, but later gets recast as Beatrice?

14. Michael has some difficulty remembering his son’s girlfriend’s name, it seems. Name any of the five words which Michael uses at one point or another in place of “Ann.”

15. Name Gob’s occasional puppet sidekick.

16. What alter-ego does Tobias adopt in order to “move out” while still spending quality time with Maeby?

17. What movie does George Michael keep hidden in his sock drawer?

18. What popular spring break softcore porn video is mentioned repeatedly on the show?

19. When Gob attacks Michael with a giant pair of scissors from a ribbon-cutting ceremony, how does Michael defend himself?

20. What profession is listed on Tobias’s business cards, and why?
Futurama

1. What is the full name of the robot that works at Planet Express?

2. Is the puppy mechanical in any way? If not, what kind of puppy is it?

3. What show within the show, starring Calculon, is a favorite of the inhabitants of the thirty-first century universe?

4. What other popular show of the future stars a dog show champion?

5. How did the Wong family gain control of Mars?

6. The TV-loving inhabitants of what faraway planet are always attacking the people of Earth?

7. Whom is Fry supposed to deliver a pizza to when he is frozen?

8. Who claims to be the inventor of the technology that keeps human heads alive in jars?

9. Who commissions Fry’s opera?

10. What are the mutations of Leela’s parents?
1. What is Sharona’s one deep-seated, irrational phobia?

2. Everyone has certain brands that they’re loyal to, but some people take it a little too far. What beverage is Monk so unswervingly loyal to that he goes without drinking anything at all for almost two days rather than drink anything else?

3. At one point, Monk’s therapist tells his patient that either they can discuss his sex life, or they can spend the rest of the session engaging in this useful activity. What? And what does Monk do for the rest of the hour?

4. What rather unconventional method does Adrian Monk use to prove that a supposedly blind women can actually see?

5. What musical instrument does Monk play?

6. One typically associates the exclamation “Oh my god! Oh my GOD! OH MY GOD!!!” with certain specific activities. Monk, however, is not exactly typical. What amazing sight causes him to wax so rapturously eloquent?

7. Adrian Monk is brutally tortured on a plane ride by a small girl sitting in front of him. What heartless method does she use to keep extracting answers from the poor unwilling detective?

8. What does Monk’s brother Ambrose do for a living?

9. Jason Alexander once made a guest appearance as a goofy private investigator who somehow figures a murder/robbery case faster than Monk. How does he do it?

10. What’s the name of the daughter of Monk’s new assistant, Natalie Teeger?
Nickelodeon (and things that weren’t on Nickelodeon but should have been)

1. Give up to three endings for the following sentence: “Camp Onawana, we hold you in our hearts, and when we think about you...”

2. In what legendary building might you find such architectural features as the Shrine of the Silver Monkey and the Tomb of the Headless Kings, as well as three fierce guards?

3. In addition to a gold medal, what special prize was awarded to the winner of the game show GUTS?

4. Match each of these characters with their continent of origin and elemental power:
   - Wheeler:
   - Linka:
   - Kwame:
   - Gi:
   - Ma-Ti:

5. Which feature film, spun off from a skit on All That, featured an extremely embarrassed Abe Vigoda as “Otis?”

6. Which Nickelodeon hero had as his alter ego the superhero Quailman?

7. And speaking of superheroes... who was protected by Artie, the Strongest Man in the World, and what was Artie’s nickname for that person?

8. What’s the name of the ranch on Hey, Dude?

9. What’s the name of the central group to Are You Afraid of the Dark?

10. What were the three squares that had to be uncovered in the second round of Where in the World is Carmen San Diego?
Star Trek
1. How does Kirk explain Spock’s ears to inhabitants of Earth circa 1930?

2. What’s the trouble with Tribbles?

3. Who is Data’s “evil twin”?

4. What was the name of the most human of the Borg?

5. What character has appeared, cumulatively, in the most episodes of Star Trek shows?

Seinfeld
1. Who are Kevin, Gene, and Feldman?

2. While his parents are visiting on a coat-selling mission, Jerry makes out with his girlfriend at a movie, after which Newman tells on him to his and his girlfriend’s parents. Why is it such a big deal?

3. What game does George play against “The Bubble Boy”?

4. During The Contest, the Jerry’s virginal girlfriend becomes disgusted with him and runs off with a man Elaine was going to have a date with. Who?

5. Are they real?
**Daily Show with John Stewart**

1. When Barack Obama spoke at the Democratic national convention, he discussed his humble roots. Stephen Colbert, covering the event, took the opportunity to mention his own beginnings. What did he claim was his father’s profession?

2. What’s the name of the theme song?

3. What Democrat announced his presidential candidacy on the show?

4. At the turn of the millennium, Stewart discussed the implications of humanity’s progress while stepping backwards and forwards on a series of steps that would light up and make a sound when his foot touched. What did Stewart do in response to this?

5. In what segment did Steve Carrell give cooking and food-shopping tips?

---

**Home Improvement**

1. Who were the two “Tool Time” girls?

2. When Jill interrupted Tim while he was watching the Super Bowl, he claimed that women shouldn’t be allowed to do that, because the Super Bowl is an incredibly important event for men. After all, Tim didn’t bother Jill during childbirth. What is Jill’s response?

3. One Christmas, the boys are part of a Christmas pageant, and have to come up on stage carrying letters to spell out a holiday word. What word are they trying to spell? What word do they actually spell?
4. When Tim invites Bob Vila to compete in a “Stump the Tool Man” contest, he and Jill try to rig the game, but Vila wins anyway. How does Tim, inadvertently, gain revenge?

5. What subject does Jill study for throughout most of the series and eventually receive and degree in?

---

1. In one sketch, Chappelle goes out to dinner with a friend, who proceeds to shoot a man to death, reveal himself as a pimp, and give Chappelle drugs. Who is this friend?

2. In the sketch “It’s a Wonderful Chest,” Chappelle shows a woman that the world is a better place due to her large breasts by showing her, as in It’s a Wonderful Life, what the world would be like without them. She assumes Chappelle to be an angel, but in the end, who does his character reveal himself to be?

3. Crackhead Tyron Biggums finds his true calling by trouncing the competition on what TV show?

4. What is the most notable feature of blind KKK member Clayton Bigsby?

5. After noting criticism of his show as being “sub-sophomoric,” Chappelle conducts a women’s choir in a rendition of what song?

---

1. What author does Brent persistently research on the day of Quiz Night, only to have Ricky consistently one-up him?
2. What profession does Dawn aspire to?

3. What subject does Tim want to go back to university to study?

4. David Brent blows the money he wins from a lawsuit against Werham Hogg to record a cover of what song, for which we see the music video in the Christmas special?

5. What song, the B-side to the above, does Brent first play at staff improvement day, with Gareth improvising back-up vocals?
TV Floorplans!

Back by popular demand. Name the rooms/houses/apartments/etc. below and they show they come from